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Abstract 
Approximating the inference probability Pr[X = x / E = e] in any sense, even for a single evi- 
dence node E, is NP-hard. This result holds for belief networks that are allowed to contain extreme 
conditional probabilities-that is, conditional probabilities arbitrarily close to 0. Nevertheless, all 
previous approximation algorithms have failed to approximate efficiently many inferences, even 
for belief networks without extreme conditional probabilities. 
We prove that we can approximate efficiently probabilistic inference in belief networks with- 
out extreme conditional probabilities. We construct a randomized approximation algorithm-the 
bounded-variance algorithm-that is a variant of the known likelihood-weighting algorithm. The 
bounded-variance algorithm is the first algorithm with provably fast inference approximation on 
all belief networks without extreme conditional probabilities. 
From the bounded-variance algorithm, we construct a deterministic approximation algorithm 
using current advances in the theory of pseudorandom generators. In contrast to the exponen- 
tial worst-case behavior of all previous deterministic approximations, the deterministic bounded- 
varian;e algorithm approximates inference probabilities in worst-case time that is subexponential 
2(‘“e”’ , for some integer d that is a linear function of the depth of the belief network. @ 1997 
Elsevier Science B.V. 
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1. Approximation algorithms 
Belief networks are powerful graphical representations of probabilistic dependencies 
among domain variables. Belief networks have been used successfully in many real- 
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world problems in diagnosis, prediction, and forecasting (for example, papers included 
in [ 1,2] ) . Various exact algorithms exist for probabilistic inference in belief networks 
[ 19,21,27]. For a few special classes of belief networks, these algorithms can be shown 
to compute conditional probabilities efficiently. 
Cooper [ 61, however, showed that exact probabilistic inference for general belief net- 
works is NP-hard. Cooper’s result prompted constructions of approximation algorithms 
for probabilistic inference that trade off complexity in running time for the accuracy 
of computation. These algorithms comprise simulation-based and search-based approx- 
imations. Simulation-based algorithms use a source of random bits to generate random 
samples of the solution space. Simulation-based algorithms include straight simulation 
[ 25,261, forward simulation, [ 151, likelihood weighting [ 13,331, and randomized- 
approximation schemes [ 3,4,7,8]. Variants of these methods such as backward simula- 
tion [ 141, exist; Neal [ 231 provides a good overview of the theory of simulation-based 
algorithms. Search-based algorithms search the space of alternative instantiations to 
find the most probable instantiation. These methods yield upper and lower bounds on 
the inference probabilities. Search-based algorithms for probabilistic inference include 
NESTOR [ 51, and, more recently, algorithms restricted to two-level (bipartite) noisy-OR 
belief networks [ 16,28,29], and other more general algorithms [ 11,17,18,30,32,34]. 
Approximation algorithms are categorized by the nature of the bounds on the esti- 
mates that they produce and by the reliability with which the exact answer lies within 
these bounds. The following inference-problem instance characterizes the two forms of 
approximation [ lo] : 
Instance: A real value E between 0 and 1, a belief network with binary-valued nodes V, 
arcs A, conditional probabilities Pr, hypothesis node X and set of evidence nodes & in 
V instantiated to x and e, respectively. 
Absolute and relative approximations refer to the type of approximation error and are 
defined as follows: 
Absolute approximation: An estimate 0 6 Z < 1, such that Pr[ X = x 1 I = e] - E 6 
Z<Pr[X=xI&=e]+e. 
Relative approximation: An estimate 0 < Z < 1, such that Pr[ X = x 1 E = e] ( 1 - E) 6 
Z<Pr[X=xIE=e](l+s). 
Deterministic and randomized approximations refer to the probability that the approx- 
imation Z is within the specified bounds. An approximation algorithm is deterministic 
if it always produces an approximation Z within the specified bounds. In contrast, an 
approximation algorithm is randomized if the approximation Z fails to be within the 
specified bounds with some probability 6 > 0. 
Let IZ parametrize the size of the input to the approximation algorithm-that is, the 
size of the input is bounded by a polynomial function of n. For example, in algorithms 
designed to approximate inference in belief networks, n may be either the number 
of belief-network nodes or the size of the largest conditional-probability table. For a 
deterministic algorithm, the running time of an approximation procedure for Pr[ X = x 1 
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E = e] is said to be polynomial if it is polynomial in n and E-‘. For a randomized 
algorithm, the running time is defined as polynomial if it is polynomial in n, E-‘, and 
In??-‘. 
Simulation-based algorithms are examples of randomized-approximation algorithms; 
search-based algorithms are examples of deterministic-approximation algorithms that 
output absolute approximations. Both types of algorithms are known to require expo- 
nential time to estimate hard inferences. For example, forward-simulation and likelihood- 
weighting algorithms require exponential time to converge to small inference probabil- 
ities. Since these algorithms estimate the inference probability Pr[ X = x 1 E = e] from 
the ratio of the probabilities Pr[ X = x, E = el and Pr[ E = e], they require exponential 
time for rare hypotheses or rare evidence. Most search-based algorithms are heuristic 
algorithms that also require exponential time to approximate many inference probabil- 
ities. For example, we know that, even when & is a single node E, if we allow some 
of the other nodes to have extreme conditional probabilities with values near 0, then 
any polynomial-time algorithm cannot generate ( 1) deterministic approximations of the 
inference probability Pr[X = x / E = e] with absolute error E < l/2, unless NP C P; 
and (2) randomized approximations with absolute error E < l/2 and failure probability 
6 < l/2, unless NP C RP [ IO]. 
The complexity of exact or approximate computation of inference probabilities Pr [ X = 
x 1 E = e] in belief networks without extreme conditional probabilities remained enig- 
matic. Known results did not categorize these problems as NP-hard, yet all previous 
approximate inference algorithms failed to output reliably solutions in polynomial time, 
and exact algorithms had exponential worst-case run times. We construct the bounded- 
variance algorithm that proves that the complexity of approximating inferences in belief 
networks without extreme conditional probabilities is polynomial-time solvable. 
The bounded-variance algorithm is a simple variant of the known likelihood-weighting 
algorithm [ 13,331, which employs recent results on the design of optimal algorithms 
for Monte Carlo simulation [ 91. We consider an n-node belief network without extreme 
conditional probabilities and an evidence set E of constant size. We prove that, with a 
small failure probability S, the bounded-variance algorithm approximates any inference 
Pr[ X = x 1 I = e] within relative error E in time polynomial in n, c’, and In 6-t, 
Thus, we prove that, for belief networks without extreme conditional probabilities, 
probabilistic-inference approximation is polynomial-time solvable; otherwise, it is NP- 
hard. 
The bounded-variance algorithm is a randomized algorithm with an associated failure 
probability S. We use current advances in the theory of pseudorandom generation to 
derandomize this algorithm. The resulting algorithm is a deterministic-approximation 
algorithm. All previously known deterministic algorithms-for example, search-based 
methods-output relative approximations that require exponential running time in the 
worst case. We prove, however, that the deterministic bounded-variance algorithm outputs 
a relative approximation of Pr[X = x / & = e] in worst-case subexponential time 2(l”an)” 
for some integer d > 1. The integer d depends on the depth of the belief network-that 
is, on the longest directed path between a root node and a leaf node. Thus, for small 
d, the deterministic bounded-variance algorithms offers a substantial speedup over the 
known exponential worst-case behavior of all previous deterministic algorithms. 
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We prove that, if a belief network contains extreme conditional probabilities, we can 
still efficiently approximate certain inferences: Provided the conditions probabilities for 
nodes X and 8 in an inference probability Pr[X = x j f = e] are not extreme, we 
prove that the bounded-variance algorithm and the deterministic algorithm approximate 
Pr[X = x 1 E = e] efficiently. Thus, we can apply our results even to belief networks 
with extreme conditional probabilities, provided that the conditional probabilities of 
nodes X and 8 that appear in the inference probability are not extreme. 
2. Deterministic versus randomized algorithms 
To introduce the difference between deterministic and randomized algorithms, we can 
contrast the complexity of deterministic algorithms with the complexity of randomized 
algorithms for the simple case when the algorithms output absolute approximations. 
Randomized algorithms use random bits to generate samples of the solution space. 
Computer scientists have shown that randomization renders many problems tractable 
to polynomial-time approximations. These problems constitute the complexity class RP 
Whether we can also generate deterministic approximations in polynomial time for prob- 
lems in RP is a major open problem. Yao [35] shows that, if pseudorandom generators 
exist, then we can generate deterministic approximations for any problem in RP in 
subexponential time 2 (“sn)” for some integer d > 1. Constructions of deterministic- 
approximation algorithms for specific problems in RP that do not rely on unproved 
conjectures, such as the existence of ps~udorandom generators, have also achieved 
subexponential time [ 12,221, Thus far, deterministic-approximation algorithms require 
substantially increased run time, in comparison to a randomized-approximation algo- 
rithm for the same problem. Deterministic algorithms, however, have two significant 
advantages: (1) they do not require random bits, and (2) they do not fail to produce an 
approximation. Good random bits are computationally expensive, and a poor source of 
random bits biases the output. Furthermore, although we can make the failure probability 
of a randomized algorithm small by increasing the run time, we never know when the 
algorithm fails to output a valid approximation Z. 
To approximate the inference probability Pr[ W = w], randomized algorithms attempt 
to find a small number of instantiations of the set of all nodes X = 2 U W that is 
representative of the probability space (a, 2 , ” Pr) where fl denotes the set of all in- , 
stantiations of X. Let @ c i2 denote a subset of instantiation& and, for any instantiation 
w of W, let Pr@[I& = w] denote the fraction of the instantiations in @ that instantiate 
nodes W to w. The subset @ preserves the properties of the probability space if, for 
arzy subset of nodes I.4 and any inst~tiation of these nodes, the inference probability 
Pr@[ W = M)] differs from the probability Pr[ W = w] by an absolute error E. We refer to 
such a set @ as a preserving set. Monte Carlo theory proves that there exists a preserving 
set @ of size 0( 1 /e2). This result follows directly from Chebyshev’s inequality. Unfor- 
tunately, the theory does not provide a method to construct deterministically the set @. 
Nonetheless, we can prove with some nonzero probability, the O( 1,‘~~) instantiations 
generated by a Monte Carlo algorithm provides the set @. Thus, for example, if we 
use a simple randomized algorithm, such as forward simulation, to generate complete 
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instantiations of the belief network, then, with some nonzero probability, the set of in- 
stantiations generated after 0( I/E*) simulations provides a preserving set. The efficiency 
of such a randomized approach improves substantially the complexity of deterministic 
search-based algorithms. Both algorithms output absolute approximations; however, the 
randomized approach requires in all cases polynomial time, whereas search-based algo- 
rithms require exponential worst-case time. 
The tradeoff, of course, is that the output of 0( 1/e2) simulations of the randomized 
algorithm may fail to provide a preserving set @, and, therefore, the estimates computed 
from the output of these simulations are not valid approximations. We do not know how 
to verify efficiently when the outcome of O( l/e*) simulations provides a preserving 
set. 
Because Monte Carlo theory proves that small sets @ preserving the properties of 
probability spaces do indeed exist researchers attempted for several decades to deran- 
domize Monte Carlo algorithms through deterministic constructions of these sets. Some 
of the early work used Latin hypercube sampling for one-dimensional problems, and 
uniform grids for multidimensional problems. Both these methods led to exponentially 
large sets @J. Recent advances in theoretical computer science on pseudorandom gen- 
erators have shed light on the deterministic construction of small sets Cp. At the heart 
of these methods lies the ability to stretch a short string of m truly random bits into 
a long string of n > m pseudorandom bits. If the pseudorandom bits appear random 
to a specific model of computation, then we can use them as inputs to a randomized 
algorithm in this model of computation. By stretching all 2”’ possible m-bit strings into 
length II pseudorandom bit strings, we generate deterministically a set of 2”’ sample 
points that WC use for @. Although, with current methods for stretching short ran- 
dom bit strings into longer pseudorandom bit strings, we can construct sets @J that are 
subexponential, further development in this field may ultimately elucidate methods for 
deterministically constructing sets @ that approach the 0( 1 /c*) bound, suggesting that 
RP=P. 
3. Randomized approximation 
In this section, we present the bounded-variance algorithm. First we formally char- 
acterize the class of belief networks without extreme conditional probabilities by the 
local variance bound (LVB) of a belief network. This bound captures both the repre- 
sentational expressiveness and the complexity of inference of belief networks. We prove 
that the LVB demarcates the boundary between the class of belief networks with in- 
tractable approximations and that of those with polynomial approximations. We construct 
polynomial-approximation algorithms for the latter class. 
We define the LVB as follows. For any belief network node X and parents r(X) = 
{Yi,...,K},letu(X = xi) denote the maximum, and let I( X = xi> denote the minimum, 
of Pr[ X = Xi 1 n-(X) = y] over all instantiations y = {yt , . . . , y,} of n-(X). The LVB is 
the maximum of the ratio u( X = xi) /I( X = Xi) over all nodes X and all instantiations 
x; of X. For binary-valued belief networks, for example, the LVB reduces to the ratio 
max(u/l, (1 - U/(1 - u)), such that, for every node X, either the interval [I, U] or 
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[ I - U, 1 - I] contains the conditional probability Pr[X = 0 / Z-(X) = ,Y] for all 
instantiations x of F(X). (Note that, if the interval [I, u] contains R[X = 0 / r(X)] 
for all instantiations of rr( X), then [ 1 - u, 1 - 11 contains Pr[ X = 1 1 v(X) ] for all 
instantiations of 7r( X) .) 
We make the following assumptions throughout the rest of the paper: 
( I ) all nodes are binary-valued, 
(2) the number of nodes it p~~etrizes the size of the belief network, and 
(3) the LVB of the belief network is bounded by some polynomial n’ for some 
integer r. 
Assumption ( 1) simplifies the presentation; however, both the bounded-variance and 
the derandomized algorithms apply to belief networks with arbitrary m-ary-valued nodes 
with similar running-time results. Assumption (2) also simplifies the presentation. This 
assumption is valid provided that each conditional-probability table has at most f(n) 
entries, where f is some polynomial function. For classes of belief networks where 
f is not a polynomial, we must use f(n) to parametrize the belief-network size. In 
the latter case, we can also prove convergence times to relative approximations that 
are polynomial and subexponential in the input size, f(n), for the bounded-v~iance 
and the derandomized algorithms, respectively. Those results apply to belief networks 
with LVB bounded by a polynomial in f(n). Those cases may be less interesting, 
however, because both the space requirement of the belief-network encoding, and the 
computational time for an approximation may be an exponential function of the number 
of nodes a if ff n) is an exponential function. For large n, both storage and computation 
become intractable. 
3.1. Likelihood-weighting algorithm 
We want to approximate the inference probability PrfX = x / E = e]. If we generate 
relative approximations of the inference probabilities Pr[ X = x,E = e] and Pr[E = e] 
with relative errors E, then the ratio 
PrlX=x,E=e] 
Pr[& = e] 
also represents a relative approximation of Pr[X = x j E = e] ,with relative error 2~. We 
cannot, however, construct absolute approximations of Pr[X = x 1 E = e] from absolute 
approximations of Pr[ X = x, E = e] and Pr [ & = e] . Although Chebyshev’s inequality 
proves that algorithms such as forward simulation generate absolute approximations 
Pr[ X = x, & = e] and Pr[ E = e] in polynomial time, we cannot use these approximations 
to estimate Pr[X = x 1 E = e] with any type of error. 
To generate approximations of inference probabilities Pr[ X = x 1 I = e], likelihood- 
weighting algorithms proceed as follows. Let 2 denote the belief-network nodes not 
contained by the subset E. Decompose the full joint probability Pr[ 2 = z, & = e] of the 
belief network into the path probability p( z, e) and the weight distribution w( z, e) : 
p(z,e> = fJ PrtZi ] d&)llZ=z,E=e~ 
Z,EZ 
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(The notation / z=~,E=~ appended to the functions &,2 Pr[Zi 1 r(Zi)] and 
&,Ec Pr[G I n(C)1 d eno es t instantiation of their arguments 2 and & to z and e, 
respectively.) 
The path probability represents a probability distribution over the space D of all 2121 
instantiations of the set of nodes 2. The weight distribution represents a random variable 
of this probability space with mean Ew = xZEnp (z,e)w(z,e) = Pr[l = e]. Thus, if 
we sample the probability space, the mean ~$1 of the values w (~1, e) , . . . , w (zN, e) 
generated from N samples 21, . . , ZN converges to Pr[l = e] in the limit of infinite 
samples N. 
We next define a new random variable x( z, e) that is equal to 1 if 2 = z instantiates 
the node X to x, and is equal to 0 otherwise: 
x(z,e) = 
1, if X=x in z, 
0, otherwise. 
Thus, the mean of the random variable x( z, e)w( z, e) is 
E[,y.w] =~~(z.e)p(z,e)w(z,e)=Pr[X=x,&=el. 
ZER 
If we sample the distribution p( z, e), then, in the limit of infinite samples N, the mean 
$2 of the values X(zt,e>w(zl,e),... ,X(zN,e)w(zN,e) converges to Pr[X = x,& = 
e]. To complete the description of the likelihood-weighting algorithm, we must show 
how to generate samples with distribution p( z, e). 
To generate a sample z with probability p( z, e), we begin with the root nodes of 
the belief network. If a root node Ei belongs to the set E, then we instantiate it to ei. 
Otherwise, for each root node Zi we choose a number u uniformly from the interval 
[ 0, 1 ] ; we then set Zi = 0 if u 6 Pr[ Zi = 01, Zi = 1 otherwise. Because u is chosen 
uniformly from the interval [ 0, 11, the probability that u is less than Pr[ Zi = 0] is 
precisely Pr[ Zi = 01. Thus, with probability Pr[ Zi = 01, the algorithm instantiates Zi 
to 0; with probability Pr[ Zi = 1 ] it instantiates Zi to 1. Once all the root nodes are 
instantiated, we proceed to the set of those nodes that have all parents instantiated. 
Again, if any of these nodes belong to the set E, we instantiate them according to 
e; otherwise, we set them according to the outcome of a random sample from [ 0, l] . 
We proceed until we instantiate all nodes in 2. This method generates an instantiation 
2 = z with the desired probability p( z, e). 
We discussed how the means 41 and 42 of the random variables w(z,e) and 
x( z, e) w( z, e), respectively, converge to the inference probabilities Pr[ E = e] and 
Pr[ X = x, I = e] in the limit of infinite samples. To generate relative approximations, 
however, we require only that, with probability at least I-6, the estimates #JI and ~$2 ap- 
proximate Pr[ E = e] and Pr[ X = x, &] with relative error E. Since we generate samples 
2 = z in polynomial time, the run time of the likelihood-weighting algorithm depends 
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on the number of samples required to guarantee convergence. Thus, for likelihood- 
weighting algorithms, we are interested in an upper bound on N that guarantees that, 
for any e, S > 0, 
Pr[p(i-aE) 6#6~u(1+8)1 > l-6, tl) 
with p equal to Pr[ E = e] or ,u = Pr[ X = x, E = e] . The Zero-One Estimator Theorem 
[ZO] gives an upper bound on the number N: 
Thus, provided that the probability Pr[X = x,8 = e] < Pr[& = e] is not too small- 
for example, it is at least l/n’(l) -the number of samples N is polynomial, and the 
algorithm converges in polynomial time. Unfortunately, if E consists of several nodes 
or of a node instantiated to a rare value, then Pr[X = x,E = ef does not satisfy this 
constraint. Furthermore, even when Pr[X = x,C = e] does satisfy the constraint, we 
cannot verify a priori that it does. 
We are interested in an efficient algorithm to approximate inference probabilities. An 
efficient version of the likelihood-weighting algorithm suggests itself. We refer to this 
version of likelihood weighting as the bounded-variance algor~~~~, to distinguish it 
from the algorithm that we described in Section 3.1. Unlike the likelihood-weighting 
algorithm, the bounded-variance algorithm approximates inference probabilities in poly- 
nomial time. 
Recall that, to approximate the inference probability Prf X = x / E = e 1, the likelihood- 
weighting algorithm outputs relative approximations of the inferences Pr[ X = x, & = 
e] and Pr[l = e]. At a glance, we may find it unusual that likelihood weighting 
approximates these probabilities by different methods. Clearly, we can also approximate 
the inference probability Pr[ X = x, z = e] by simply averaging the likelihood weights 
for the joint evidence X = x and E = e. This version of the likelihood-weighting 
algorithm constitutes the basis of the bounded-variance algorithm. By not using the 
random variable ~(z,e), we reduce substanti~ly the variance of our estimates. In 
fact, when the inference probability Pr/X = x j E = e] is small, we know, based 
on a straightforward application of the Generalized Zero-One Estimator Theorem [ 91, 
that likelihood weighting requires exponential time to converge to an approximation. 
In contrast, we prove that the bounded-variance algorithm converges in polynomial 
time. 
We now describe formally the bounded-variance algorithm. Let W denote a subset 
of belief-network nodes, and let w denote some instantiation of these nodes. Provided 
that we can generate relative approximations of inference probabilities Pr[W = w] 
for any subset of nodes W, then we can also generate relative approximations of 
Pr[X = x ( & = e] for any set of evidence nodes. Thus, we want to approximate 
the inference Pr[W = w]. Suppose that nodes WI,. . . , Wk constitute the set W. The 
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version of the likelihood-weighting algorithm that we described in Section 3.1 would 
score the random variable w( z, w) that is the product of the conditional probabilities 
Pr[ W, = w, / T( Wi)] Iw=~,z=~. To prove rapid convergence, however, we modify the 
algorithm slightly. Let the intervals [I,, ui] contain each conditional probability Pr[ Wi = 
wi ( n-( W,)] Iw=~~,z=~ for all instantiations 2 = z. We form a new random variable 
@(Z, WI 
C(LW) = & ui ’ 
contained in the interval [ nf=, li/uit 11. We generate instantiations zt ,z2,. , . of the 
nodes in 2 according to the prescription that we described for likelihood weighting. Let 
S, denote the sum of the first t sample outcomes, 
We run the algorithm until 
ST 3 
4( 1 + E) In 2 
&2 6’ 
for some number of samples T. We output 
3.2.1. Proof of polynomial runtime 
We now prove that the bounded-variance algorithm halts after a polynomial number 
of samples T, and outputs an estimate C$ that approximates Pr[W = w] with relative 
error F. 
Theorem 1. Let w instantiate nodes W = {WI, . . . , Wk} and let r = 4( 1 + E) /c2. The 
bounded-variance algorithm halts after an expected number of samples ET, 
ET < a, ui rln 2 
\ 
P 6’ 
and outputs an estimate 4 that with probability at least 1 - 6 approximates ,u = Pr [ W = 
w] with relative error E. 
Proof. Let EJ denote the mean of the random variable l( z, w) in the bounded-variance 
algorithm. By the Stopping Theorem (see Section A.l), the bounded-variance algo- 
rithm halts with expected number of samples ET < ( 1 /E&‘)rln( 2/6). But, by def- 
inition of the bounded-variance algorithm, l/E{ = p-r n%, ui, and therefore ET < 
(rift, u;),6’J. ln(2/S). By the Stopping Theorem, when the algorithm halts after 
S 3 f ln( 2/a) successes, the estimate S/T approximates El with relative error E. Thus, 
the estimate 6 = (S/T) ni, ui approximates (& ui) El = p = Pr[ W = w], also with 
relative error E. 0 
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Corollary 2. For belief networks with polynomial LVB g, the bounded-variance algo- 
rithm approxi~~ates the inherence Pr[ W = w) with relative error E in polynomial time 
crkl- ln(2/6). 
Proof. Let El denote the mean of the random variable c( Z, W) in the bounded-variance 
algorithm. By construction, the interval [l-j;=, Zi/lli, 1 ] contains the outcomes of c( z, w). 
Thus, this interval must also contain the mean El, and therefore El 2 (T-~. The proof 
now follows from Theorem 1, because (& ui) ,/p = 1 /El < gk. q 
3.2.2. Discussion of the bounded-variance algorithm 
Corollary 2 proves that, to estimate single-evidence inference probabilities Pr[ X = x 1 
E = e] , the bounded-v~i~ce algorithm requires at most polynomi~ time a21’ ln( 2,/a). 
This result is an improvement over the known convergence requirements of all other 
simulation algorithms. For example, consider a belief network with conditional proba- 
bilities Pr[ E = e 1 r(E) ] and Pr[ X = x / 7~( X) ] contained in the interval [p, 10 . p], 
for some small p < 0.1. The bounded-variance algorithm approximates the inference 
Pr[ X = x / E = e] in time independent of the size of p, whereas forward simulation and 
likelihood weighting require time proportional to I/p. For small p, the latter algorithms 
are inefficient. 
If p = 0. l-that is, the interval [O. 1,1 .O] contains Pr[ E = e 1 n-(E) ] and Pr[ X = 
x 1 n-( X)]-then, by Corollary 2, the bounded-variance algorithm requires at most 
400( I +s)K2 In $ samples to approximate Pr[ X = x j E = e 1, independent of the size of 
the belief network. For most inferences, however, the bounded-valance algorithm halts 
after far fewer samples than predicted by this upper bound. If the inference probability 
Pr[ W = w] approaches n:, li, then the number of samples T before halting approaches 
the upper bound. Otherwise, the algorithm self-corrects to account for the fewer required 
samples. For example, if the conditional probability Pr[X = x^ j E = e] is equal to 
0.4, then by Theorem 1, the algori~m halts after at most 1/0.4~ln(2/~) = lO( 1 + 
e)em2 ln(2/6) simulations and outputs an approximation of Pr[ X = x 1 E = e] within 
relative error a. 
Theorem 1 and Corollary 2 also suggest that polynomial approximation of an inference 
Pr[W = w] is possible even if the LVB is not polynomially bounded. Recall that the 
intervals [Ei, ui] contain the conditional probabiIities Pr[ W; = t-vi 1 v-( Wi> ] ~w=~~,z=~ for 
all instantiations 2 = z. Thus, to approximate Pr[W = W] in polynomial time we 
require polynomially bounds on only the ratios Ui/li for the nodes in W, regardless of 
the bounds on u,/li for the nodes in the rest of the belief network. 
Corollary 2 shows that the bound on the performance of the bounded-variance al- 
gorithm deteriorates as the number of evidence nodes increases. The bounded-vari~ce 
algorithm guarantees polynomial-time convergence for only those inferences with a con- 
stant number of query nodes. Empirical results in real-world applications, where we may 
observe a large fraction of query nodes and therefore cannot run the bounded-variance 
algorithm to completion, suggest that the algorithm continues to provide reliable ap- 
proximations, although we cannot guarantee the error in those approximations [ 3 I I. 
Although we may entertain the possibility that another design of a randomized al- 
gorithm might lead to polynomial solutions for inference probabilities regardless of the 
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number of observed nodes, we prove the contrary. In Section 5, we show that even to 
approximate Pr[ W = w] with an absolute error c < l/2 is NP-hard for large sets W. 
4. Deterministic approximation 
Deterministic-approximation algorithms, such as search-based algorithms, do not im- 
prove on the run time of randomized algorithms. Clearly, since the class of problems 
RP with randomized polynomial-time solutions contains the class of problems P with 
deterministic polynomial-time solutions, a deterministic solution requires as much or 
more computation than does a randomized solution. The advantages of deterministic 
algorithms, however, are that ( 1) they do not require a source of random bits; and (2) 
they do not have an associated failure probability. Recall that the output of a randomized 
algorithm fails to approximate the solution with some probability 6. Although we can 
make this probability small, we do not know when the estimate fails to approximate the 
solution. 
Previous deterministic-approximation algorithms are search-based algorithms that 
tighten incrementally the bounds on an inference probability. For example, the sum 
of the probabilities Pr[ W = w, 2 = z ] over all 2121 instantiations of 2 yields an exact 
computation of the inference Pr [ W = w] . If, however, there exists a small number of 
instantiations ~1,. . . , 2,&J such that the probabilities Pr[ W = w, 2 = zi] contribute most 
of the mass to the inference probability Pr[W = w], then summing over these instan- 
tiations approximates Pr[ W = w]. Unfortunately, in most cases, there does not exist a 
small set of instantiations that captures most of the mass of a probability. If there does 
exist such a small set of instantiations, then, in general, it is NP-hard to find [lo]. 
Nonetheless, researchers have developed various heuristic methods that attempt to find 
these instantiations when possible. 
We present a deterministic-approximation algorithm for probabilistic inference. Our 
approach is to derandomize the randomized bounded-variance algorithm. The methods 
that we use to derandomize the bounded-variance algorithm are, at present, applicable 
only to constant-depth belief networks. In contrast to the exponential worst-case behavior 
of search-based algorithms to output good approximations, subexponential worst-case 
behavior is demonstrated for the derandomized bounded-variance algorithm. 
4.1. Derandomization of the bounded-variance algorithm 
To approximate the inference probability Pr [ W = w] , the bounded-variance algorithm 
generates instantiations of the nodes 2 with distribution p( z, w), and scores the random 
variable LJ (z, w) Recall that, to generate instantiations with distribution p( z, w), we 
first order the n belief-network nodes such that each node occurs after its parents. 
We then instantiate the nodes W to w. Thus, the remaining uninstantiated nodes 2 = 
{Zi, , Zn_k} are ordered such that a parent of any node Z, either belongs to 2 and 
therefore occurs before Zi, or belongs to the set W and therefore is instantiated. We 
begin with the lowest ordered node Zt in 2. Either the node 21 is a root node, or its 
parents r( 21) belong to W and are instantiated. If Zi is a root node, then we choose 
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Input: O<s<2, S>O, and Wi=Wi, i=I,...,k with LVB [li,u,] 
Initialize f+O, 0+--O, ZI+ n,"_,~i, and S* +41n(2/8)(1 +&)/cc* 
Function Generate-instantiation 2: 
(Generates random instantiation Zl,...,~~_k of Z1,...,Z,,_k.) 
Initialize 2" +{} and Z* +- {} 
For i = 1 to F2 - k do 
Choose ~!i E [O,l] uniformly from [O,l]. 
If a; < Pr[Zi = 0 1 n-(Zi)] Iw=~,z*=~+ then zi +- 0 else zi + 1 
ii?* + 2” lJ {.&) 
z* ti* i: {Zi} 
Return z + Z* 
Algorithm: 
s=o 
While S< S* do 
t+-t+l 
Generateinstantiation z 
W t ni=, Pr[ Wi = @i / Ff Wi> 1lW=w.Z=z 
SCSiW/lT 
Let Tt t denote the total number of experiments 
Output: US/T 
Fig. I. The bounded-variance algorithm 
a number u from the interval [ 0, 1 ] uniformly, and set Zt = 0 if u < Pr[Zt = 01, 
and Zt = 1 otherwise. If 21 is not a root node, then we let r( Zt ) = zt denote the 
instantiation of its parents. We choose a number u from the interval [0, l] uniformly, 
and set Zt = 0 if u < Pr[ Zi = 0 1 ?r( Zi) = zt 1, and Zi = 1 otherwise. Once we 
instantiate Zi, we instantiate Z2 similarly, and continue the process until we instantiate 
all nodes in 2. The order on the nodes 2 guarantees that we instantiate all the parents of 
a node Z; before we instantiate Zi. This process forms the Generateinstantiation 
function for the bounded-v~iance algorithm shown in Fig. 1. 
Instead of choosing a number u between [0, l] unifo~ly, we can choose an m-bit 
string u uniformly from all m-bit strings. For example, if we let U denote the integer 
representation of U, then we set Z1 = 0 if U/2” < Pr] Z1 = 0 1 V( Zt ) = zt 1, and we set 
Z1 = 1 otherwise. Thus, we instantiate Zi = 0 with probability U/2,’ that approximates 
Pr[ Zt = 0 1 n-( Zi ) = z1 ] with absolute error X/2”. We assume for now that we choose 
m sufficiently large to make this error insignificant in the computation of an inference 
probability. (In Section A.3, we show how to choose pn to bound this error.) Thus, to 
generate an instantiation of the nodes 2 with distribution p( z, NJ), we choose an nnz-bit 
string uniformly from the space of all 2’“’ strings of length nm. We use the first m bits 
to instantiate Zt, the second m bits to instantiate Z2, and so forth, until we instantiate 
all nodes in 2. If we score the outcomes of the random variable l (z, w) after several 
instantiations of 2, then the mean of J( z, w) approximates Pr[ W = w] / fl,“_, ui. 
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Recall that Monte Carlo theory dictates that, with some nonzero probability, we 
approximate any inference probability Pr [ W = w] within absolute error E after only 
0( 1/c2) trials. In other words, the theory proves that there exists a subset @ of nm- 
bit strings of size 0( 1/c2) such that, if we score the random variable [(z, w) on the 
instantiations of 2 generated from this subset, then the mean approximates Pr[W = 
w] / n!=, Ui. Although we do not know how to find deterministically a set of size 
0( l/c :! ), we show next that we can find a set of subexponential size that approximates 
Pr[ W = w] with an absolute error l/n9 for any integer q. From this result, we prove 
that, for constant-depth belief networks without extreme conditional probabilities, we can 
approximate Pr[ X = x ( E = e] in subexponential worst-case time within relative error 
l/nq for any integer q. Thus, the deterministic specification of an input set @ on which 
to evaluate the function Generateinstantiation provides the key to derandomizing 
the bounded-variance algorithm. 
Observe that we can compute Pr[ W = w] / n:=, Ui exactly as follows. We cycle 
over all 2”“’ possible instantiations of nm bits and, for each instantiation, we generate 
an instantiation of 2. We score the random variable JJ( z, w) for each instantiation of 
2. The mean of the 2”” values for J( Z, w) yields Pr[ W = w] / @=, Ui. Instead of 
cycling over the set of 2”“’ instantiations of nm bits, however, we prove that we can 
cycle over a subset @ of subexponential size. Let d denote the depth of the belief 
network, let H = 5( d + 1)) and let Z(n) = (log( nm))2d+6. We construct the set @ 
from the set of 2’(“) bit strings of length Z(n), stretched into length nm-bit strings by 
special binary-valued matrices d,,m,l(n) of size nm x Z(n). (Section A.2 describes the 
construction of these matrices.) For each string in @, we generate an instantiation of 
2, and we score the random variable [( Z, w) . The mean of J( Z, w) evaluated at all 
2/c”) instantiations of 2 generated from the set @ is a deterministic approximation of 
the inference probability Pr[ W = w] / nt, Ui. This algorithm defines the derandomized 
bounded-variance algorithm, or simply the derandomized algorithm, to approximate 
inference probabilities. We summarize this algorithm in Fig. 2; in Section 4.2.3, we 
prove that this approximation is within relative error l/n9 of Pr[ W = w] for any 
integer q. 
4.2. Proof of subexponential runtime 
We first discuss Boolean circuits as a model of computation and we then prove 
subexponential runtime using this model. 
4.2.1. Boolean circuits 
We discuss a model of computation for which Nisan [ 241 proves that we can stretch 
a short string of truly random bits into a long string of pseudorandom bits that appears 
random to this model. These models are constant-depth, unbounded fun-in Boolean 
circuits, and consist of a directed acyclic graph (DAG) on a set of s binary-valued 
input nodes UI, . . . , Us, t binary-valued gate nodes 4,. . . , yt where t is polynomial 
in s, and one binary-valued output node 0. In the DAG, the input nodes are the only 
source nodes, and the output node is the only sink node. The number of parents of 
a gate node and of the output node is unbounded-for example, the output node may 
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Input: depth d, LVB of, and Wi=wir i= I ,_.., k 
Function Constructsamplespace @: 
Initialize @ +- {}, d+-- 5(d+ I), m +- 2log(na), and 1 t (log(nm))2d+6 
Construct matrix dnm,l defined in Section A. 2 
For i=O to 2’--1 do 
u +- the I-bit binary representation of I 
@ +-- A?W?r,P 
@ +- @U {U} 
Return @ 
Function Generateinstantiation z from u E @p: 
(Generates instantiation 21,. . . , zn-k of Zt,. . . , Zn_.k from u. > 
Initialize Z* + (1, z* +-- {}, and let u c (u;, . . . ,u!_~, . . . ,u;j,. . . ,u:~_,) 
For i = 1 to n - k do 
U[ +-- 420 + . . . + zd;,_, 2”-’ 
ffi C- Ui/2”’ 
If LY; < Pr[Z, = 0 1 TT(Z~) ] /~=~,.z.=~* then z; +- 0 else zi +- 1 
2* +-- 2* u {Zi} 
Zf +-- z* u {Zi} 
Return z + z* 
Algorithm: 
Constructsamplespace Q, 
For all u E @ do 
Generate-instantiation z. from u 
Fig. 2. The deterministic bounded-variance algorithm. 
have all other nodes as parents. Each gate node and the output node determines its 
value from the values of its parent nodes by one of three Boolean operations, “and”, 
“or” and “not”; we define three types of nodes, and-nodes, or-nodes and not-nodes. 
The value of an and-node is the “and” of the parent nodes, the value of an or-node 
is the “or” of the parent nodes, and the value of a not-node is the “not” of its parent 
node. Figs. 3(a), (b), and (c) depict the Boolean circuits for those three Boolean 
operations. The size of the circuit is the number of nodes in the circuit. The depth of 
the circuit is the longest directed distance in the DAG between an input node and the 
output node. For constant-depth circuits, the depth is not a function of the size of the 
circuit. 
Henceforth, we use circuits synonymous with constant-depth, unbounded fan-in 
Boolean circuits. Nisan gives a method that stretches (log s)2d+6 trufy random bits 
into s bits that appear random to any family of circuits of size polynomial in s and 
depth d. Specifically, Nisan proves the following result. 
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0 x, X2 I? 0 
(a) 
x, 
8 
0 
w 
Fig. 3. Boolean circuits. (a), (b), and (c) Boolean circuits corresponding tothe operations x1 A x2. xl V x2, 
and -xY,, respectively. (d) Boolean circuit that tests n; = u; and a schematic representation of that circuit. 
Theorem 3 (Nisan [ 241) . Let {C,} denote a family of circuits of depth d and size 
polynomial in the number of inputs s, and let 1 = (logs)2d+6. There exists an easily 
constructible family of s x 1 matrices {d,,r} such that, for any integer q and E = l/sq, 
Pr[C,(y) = 01 - e 6 Pr[C,(d,,ru) = 01 6 WC,(y) = 01 + E, 
where y is chosen uniformly over all s-bit strings, u is chosen uniformly over all l-bit 
strings, and ds,lu denotes module 2 matrix-vector multiplication of u with d,,l. 
In Section A.2, we describe Nisan’s design of the matrices A,! in sufficient detail 
to allow their implementation. These matrices effectively stretch 1 = (log s) 2d+6 truly 
random bits u into s bits ds,p that the circuit C, cannot distinguish from s truly random 
bits y, to within an error E = l/s *(I) We can put this result in the context of the . 
discussion of Section 2. Let 0 denote the set of all 2’ instantiations y, and let S G R 
denote the subset of inputs y such that C,(y) = 0. The probability Pr[ C,( y ) = 0] 
denotes the fraction ISI /I 01 of all 2’ inputs 0 on which the circuit C, outputs 0. Let 
@ denote the subset of 0 constructed from the s-bit strings ds,lu for all 2(‘0ss)U+6 
inputs u, and let S’ C @ denote the subset of strings ds,lu on which the circuit C, 
outputs 0. The second probability Pr[ C,( d,lu) = 0] denotes the fraction 1 S’1/1@1 of 
all 2(lossY+6 . inputs @ on which the circuit C, outputs 0. Theorem 3 states that 1 St/ / /@I 
approximates 1 S( / 10 with absolute error E. Thus, we construct a deterministic approx- 
imation of IS\/10 with absolute error E by enumerating all 2(‘“ss)2dt6 bit strings u, 
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computing the output C,(A,lu), and scoring every output that is equal to 0. If the 
polynomi~ p(s) denotes the size of the circuit C,, then we can evaluate C, on any 
input in time p(s); the approximation algorithm requires O(p( ~)2(i~s~)~*~) computa- 
tions. 
We use Theorem 3 to derandomize the bounded-variance algorithm, and thus to 
construct a deterministic-approximation algorithm for probabilistic inference. We must 
overcome several difficulties first, however. First, we must prove that we can implement 
in a circuit the function Generateinstantiation shown in Fig. 1. Once we construct 
this circuit, we use the matrices ,A,,l described in Section A.2 to generate a set of input 
strings @ to the circuit. We must then prove that the approximation of an inference prob- 
ability based on the set of inputs Q, is within an absolute rror E of the exact computation 
based on all the inputs. Theorem 3 proves this property for only those circuits with a 
single output bit, whereas circuits that compute inference probabilities must output many 
bits-for example, we require n bits to express the output probability l/2”. 
In Section 4.2.2, we construct a circuit simulation of the function Generateinstan- 
tiation z from u E @ that appears in the derandomized algorithm in Fig. 2. In 
Section 4.2.3, we use this circuit simulation to prove that, if we score the random variable 
J( z, w) on the output from Generateinstantiation z from u E @ evaluated on 
the subexponential number of inputs @, then we produce a relative-error deterministic 
approximation of Pr[W = w]. We use the circuit simulation only for proof purposes; 
we use the algorithm presented in Fig. 2 for the implementation. 
4.2.2. Circuit implementation 
We described how to derandomize the bounded-variance algorithm into a deterministic- 
approximation algorithm that we refer to as the derandomized algorithm. The correctness 
of the derandomized algorithm relies on the proof that a circuit of constant depth can 
simulate Generateinstantiation z from u E @. In this section, we construct a 
circuit of depth d = 5(d + 1) that simulates the Generateinstantiation z from 
u E @ for belief networks of depth d. 
We first prove that elementary bit-string relations are verifiable by constant-depth 
circuits. 
Lemma 4. Let x denote an s-bit string. There exists a circuit of depth 4 that,for any 
s-bit string u, outputs 1 if u = x, and outputs 0 otherwise. Similurly, there exists a 
circuit of depth 5 that outputs 1 if u > x, and outputs 0 otherwise. 
Proof. First observe that we can verify whether the ith bits are equal, ui = xi, in a 
depth-3 circuit. This result follows because ui =xi if and only if (~~A~~) VI(UiVxi). 
Thus, the circuit has input nodes JT~ and @iv an and-gate node that computes ui A xi, an 
or-node that computes Ui V xi, a not-node that negates Ui V xi, and an or-output node 
that computes (Ui A xi) V T( Ui V xi). Fig. 3(d) illustrates that circuit. To verify that all 
s bits are equal, we observe that u = x if and only if Vi=,ui = xi. Thus, if we verify all 
s relations Ui = xi individu~ly by s depth-3 circuits, and we output the “and” of the s 
outputs from the s circuits, then we output 1 if and only if M! = xi for all i. We illustrate 
that circuit in Fig. 4. 
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‘i; x=u 0 
Fig. 4. A circuit that tests x = u for length s bit strings x = {xl,. , ns} and u = {u,, . . , u,}. we used the 
schematic representation f Fig. 3(d) for the hit-wise comparison circuits. 
The relation u > x is satisfied if there exists some 0 6 k < s - 1 such that u and x 
agree on the first k bits, and uk+l = 1 and xk+t = 0. Thus, u > x if and only if 
3CE{O,...,s-l}~i<k (Ui = Xi) A l&+1 A -a&+1. 
For each k, we cm verify vi<k( Ui = Xi) A (&+I A lXk+t) in a depth-4 circuit. The 
“or” of the outputs from s such circuits, one for each k, verifies the relation u > x in a 
depth-5 circuit. 0 
We now prove that, for any belief-network node X, we can construct a depth-5 circuit 
Cx, such that, for any instantiation y = (~1,. . . , y,} of r(X) = {Yt, . . . , yt} and input 
string u of length m, CX(U, y) = 0 if and only if the integer representation U of u 
satisfies U < 2m Pr[X = 0 1 r(X) = y]. Fig. 5 shows the circuit Cx. Thus, on input 
r(X) = y and a randomly chosen input U, both the circuit Cx and the derandomized 
algorithm set X = 0 with the same probability. 
Lemma 5. Let X and r(X) denote a belief-network node and its parents, respectively. 
There exists a circuit Cx of depth 5 such that, for any instantiation r(X) = y and 
input string u of length m, Cx( u, y) = 0 if and only if the integer representation U of u 
satisjes U f 2”‘Pr[X=O / 77(X) =y]. 
Proof. Let t denote the number of parents r(X) . Thus, the instantiation y of the parent 
nodes r(X) is a t-bit string. We let y' , . . . , y2’ enumerate all possible strings y. For all 
i= ,... 1 ,2’, let p’ denote the binary expression of the integer 
L2mPr[X=O 1 V(X) =yi]j. 
We construct a circuit Cx that, on inputs u and y, outputs 
3iE{1,...,2t} (Y = Y’) A (u > Pi)* (2) 
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Fig. 5. The circuit CX for node X, parents a(X) = (y1, . . , G} and conditional probabilities p’, , p2’. 
The parents have 2’ possible instantiations y’ , . , y’. Each conditional probability pi represents the m-bit 
string ~2”zPr[X = 0 / v(X) = $I]. On input of an m-bit sting u = (~1 , . . , urn} and an instantiation of 
the parents ~7 = (~1, . . , p}. the circuit outputs 0 if and only if the integer ~p~sentat~on U of u satisfies 
U<2’“Pr[X=Oj?r(X)=y]. 
Observe that, by Lemma 4, we can output y = y” with a circuit of depth 4, and u > pi 
with a circuit of depth 5. Thus, we can compute (y = y”) A (u > p’) in a circuit of 
depth 6, and verify that there exists an i that satisfies this equation in a depth-7 circuit. 
We prove, however, that a circuit of depth 5 suffices to compute Eq. (2). 
We substitute the expression of Lemma 4 for the relation y = y’ into Eq. (2). 
Rearranging, we get the following equation: 
3i~{i,...,2f}~r~{0,...,m-l} [‘dr<rvO<_i<t (Yj = Yj> A (W =PfI A 7Pi+1 A W+11* 
Since we can compute Vl<rVe<j<r(yj = yj) A (~1 = pi) A ~pi+t A U~+I in a depth-4 
circuit, we can compute the former expression in a depth-5 circuit. q 
We can easily show that these circuits allow us to simulate the function Generate_ 
instantiation z from u E Q, in const~t-depth circuits for const~t-depth belief 
networks, We construct circuits Cx, , . . . , CX,# for the n belief-network nodes, and con- 
nect them into a circuit C such that, if Xi E r( Xi), then the output of Cxi is also an 
input to Cx,. Fig. 6 shows an example of a circuit C for a five-node belief network. 
Thus, to simulate Generateinstantiation z from u E @, we proceed as follows, 
We first set the output node of each circuit CM+ in C to wi. Let CZ,, . . . , CZ,_, de- 
note an ordering of the remaining circuits in C according to the order 21,. . . , Z,,_k 
imposed by the derandomized algorithm-that is, the parents r(Zi) of any node Zi 
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Fig. 6. A five-node belief network with evidence nodes X4 and Xs. and the corresponding circuit C that 
simulates Generateinstantiation z from u E @. In this example, 2 = {Xl, X2. X3) and W = (X4, Xs}. 
The outputs of circuits CX, and Cxs are fixed by the evidence values of X4 and X5; therefore, we need to run 
the circuit C with only the first 3m randomly chosen bits of the input string u = ui u# u’, UT u”,. 
The instantiation z on input u corresponds to the settings of the nodes XI, X2, and X3 for that input. 
occur before that node in the order. We now choose an nm-bit string uniformly from 
the space of all 2”“’ strings, and use the first m bits as inputs to the circuit Cz,, the 
second m bits and the output of CzI if Zt E r( Z2) as inputs to the circuit Cz,, the 
third m bits and the outputs of C z, and Cz, if either Zt or Z2 belongs to 7~( Zs ) as 
inputs to Cz,, and so forth. Thus, from the outputs of Cz,, . . . , Cz,$_t, for a randomly 
chosen nm-bit string, we generate instantiations z of 2 with the same probability as 
Generateinstantiation z from u E @. We use the instantiation z to score the 
random variable 5 ( z, w ) . 
4.2.3. Proof of subexponential convergence 
In this section, we prove that the output of the derandomized algorithm approximates 
inference probabilities within relative error l/n4 for any integer q. The essence of the 
proof uses the result of Theorem 3. 
Let cr denote the LVB of a belief network on n nodes and of depth d. As before, 
define d = 5( d + 1 ), and let Z(n) = (log( nm)2d‘+6, where m is chosen according to 
Section A.3. We use @ to denote the set of 2 Kn) binary strings of length nm, constructed 
according to Section A.2. Let 0 denote the space of all 2”m bit strings of length nm. 
We let EaJ denote the mean of the random variable [(z, w) evaluated on the 2”“’ 
instantiations 2 = z generated from the different nm-bit strings. 
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Theorem 6. For belief networks of depth d and polynomial bounded LVB, on input 
strings @‘, the output of the derundomized algorithm approximates any inference prob- 
ability Pr[ W = w] for W of constant size within relative error E < I/$ for any 
integer q. 
Proof. Let 0 denote the set of all nm-bit strings. From Section A.3, if m = b logn 
for some su~ciently large constant b, then we can disregard the error that we make in 
approximating Pr[ W = w] by (n:, ni) Enc. 
Let Zh = {Zt , . . . , Zh} denote the nodes in 2 that determine the outcome of the 
random variable J( z, w). For any inst~tiation 2 = z, let zh denote z’s instantiation 
of the subset of nodes Zh. Thus, J(zh,w) = [(z, w). Let z:, . . . ,z,hh denote all 2h 
instantiations of z h, We partition the set D into 2h subsets 4,. . . , d?p such that 0; 
contains all instantiations z E f2 that instantiate Zh to z/. We partition @ similarly into 
sets Cpi, . . . , @p. Thus, 
2” 2” 
Ed = l/znm x JJ%jY( z/,w) and Z&J= 1/‘2’(“)c~@i~~(z~~w). 
i=l i=l 
We show next that, for all i = 1, . . , , 2h, l@i/ 2”(“) approximates 1 L$j/P” within absolute 
error I/# for any integer q. 
For each i = l,..., 2h we cons~uct a depth-4 circuit Ci with input nodes Zh such 
that, for any input string Zh = z h, Ci( zh) = 0 if and only if z h = z/. Let Ci denote 
the circuit C connected to the circuit Ci. Thus, Pr[Ci( z ) = 0] = IQl/2n’“, where z is 
an nm-bit string chosen uniformly from a. To choose a string from Q, unifo~ly, we 
choose an I(n)-bit string u uniformly from all 2l(“) such strings, and stretch u into the 
string dnnt,rcnju in nb. Thus, Pr[Ci(dnm,r(,,u) = 0] = (@i}/2’(“‘. Since Ci has depth less 
than 6= 5(d+l), from~eorem 3, Pr[Ci(dnm,l(nfu) =O] approximates Pr[Ci(z) =O] 
within absolute rror l/n4 for any integer q. 
We have shown that E*[ approximates En4 within absolute error 2h,fnq for any 
integer q. To convert this approximation to a relative error approximation, we observe 
that (1) for some integer c, 2h < rick, since [WI = k and each belief-network node 
can have at most 0( logn) parents (recall that we bound the size of the conditional 
probabilities by a polynomial in n) ; and (2) the LVB is at most n’, and therefore 
E& b n- kr, Thus, a n-4 absolute-error approximation is a n-q+(c+r)k relative-error 
approximation. El 
5, Complexity of app~ximation, revisited 
We have shown that, for belief networks with polynomially bounded LVB-that 
is, for belief networks without extreme conditions probabilities-we can approximate 
efficiently any inference probability Pr[X = n / E = e], where the size of the set G 
is constant. In contrast o these results, we prove that, when the size of E is a large 
fraction of the number of nodes in the belief network, we cannot approximate inference 
probabilities, even for belief networks with LVBs near 1. 
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Fig. 7. Belief-network structure with M = 2 for the 3-SAT instance F 
(TV1 v -I$ v V3) A (L+ v -7v3 v V4). 
= (VI v v2 v V3) A 
Theorem 7. Consider the class of belief networks with LVB < 1 + c for any constant 
c > 0. If there exists an algorithm to approximate inferences F’r[X = x 1 & = e] for 
evidence set E of size ny for any constant y > 0, then, for any constant d > 0, (1) if 
this algorithm is deterministic and the approximation is within absolute error less than 
l/2 - d, then NP C P; and (2) if this algorithm is randomized and the approximation 
is within absolute error less than l/2 - d with probability greater than l/2 + d, then 
NP C RP. 
Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of the complexity of approximating probabilistic 
inference with a single evidence node [lo]. Let F denote an instance of 3-SAT with 
variables V = {VI, . . . , Vn} and clauses C = {Cl, . . . , Cm}. The formula F defines 
the belief network BN with binary-valued nodes V U C' U . . * U CM, where, for each 
k = l,..., M, the set of nodes Ck = {C[, . . . , Ck, represents a copy of the set of 
clauses C. Arcs are directed from node Q to all M nodes C,!, k = 1,. . . , M, if and 
only if variable K appears in clause Cj. For example, Fig. 7 shows BN with M = 2 
for 
Each node I$ is given a prior probability l/2 of being instantiated to 0 or 1. For any 
clause Cj, let jl, j2,j3 index the three variables in V contained in clause Cj. The 
conditional probabilities associated with the M nodes Cj, k = 1,. . . , M, each having 
parent nodes { t$, b$:.2, I$} in the belief network, are defined by 
WC;= 1) {Fi=uji) i= 1,2,3}1 = 
if {yi = Uji 1 i = 1,2,3} satisfies Cj, 
otherwise 
, 
where 0 6 1 < u < 1. 
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For k = I,..., M, let Ck = 1 denote the instantiation C’/ = 1 for all i = 1,. . . , m. 
Assume that F has at least one satisfying assignment-that is, Pr[Ck = 11 > 0. We 
determine the truth assignment that satisfies F one variable at a time, starting with finding 
avaluevr forV~.Fora~(O,1),letZaapproximate~[V~=a/C’=l,...,CM=I] 
with absolute error l/2 - d for any constant d > 0. Observe that, since Pr[ VI = a] = 
Pr[Vj = 1 - a], 
Pr[Vr=a/Ci=l,...,CM=l] Pr[C’= l,... ,C”=l Iv, =a] 
Pr[K=l-aJCr=l,..., CM=11 =pr[cl=l,..., CM=] IK=~-~I’ 
Let T denote this ratio, and let P” = Pr[ 6 = x / C’ = 1,. . . , CM = I]. Thus, Pa = 
rPlscr = r(1 - Pa); therefore, P” = l/(1 + r-r ). We next show that, if F is not 
satisfiable with VI = I - a, then r 3 ( 1 + ~)~/2”, and therefore, 
P” 3 
1 
1+2”/(1 $-C)M’ 
For sufficiently large M-that is, for 
1 d 
Ma 
log( 1 + c) 
Yr - log - 
l-d I 
-we get that, if F is not satisfiable 
approximates P” within absolute rror 
with VI = 1 - a, then Pn > 1 - d. Thus, if 2’ 
1/2-d, then we can determine atruth assignment 
of VI that leads to a satisfying assignment of F: If 2” > l/2, we set VI = a; otherwise, 
&=1-U. 
Let U = uM and L = l”. Let q denote the set of assignments of the variables 
I$,... , V, with V, = a that satisfy exactly m - i clauses in C, and let Nj’ = /q]. Thus, 
Pr[C’ = 1,. . . ,C”=l IVj =a] 
= 
c Pr[C’=l,..., C”=lII$=a,& ,..., V,]Pr[& ,..., V,] 
ti,...,K 
= e(Pr[C’ = 1 / Vj = ~,~])~~[~I 
i=O 
Similarly, we can show that 
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If V, = 1 - a does not lead to a satisfying assignment of F, then NA-” = 0, and, since 
F is satisfiable by assumption, Nz > 1. Thus, 
where the inequalities follow, because c$, N:-O = 2n when NA-” = 0, and because 
U/2 = 1 + c. 
To find the truth setting for the second variable V2, we proceed as follows. For every 
child Cl” of VI in BN, we make the foIlowing modification to BN. Let Cf have parents 
VI, V’, V”. We redefine the conditional probabilities for each child C! as 
Pr[Cf’ 1 V’,V”] =Pr[C: j V, =q,V’,V”]. 
We then delete node VI from BN, and let BN’ denote the resulting belief network, and 
let Pr’ denote the full joint probability distribution for BN’. Thus, we can find a truth 
assignment v2 for Vz in BN’ in exactly the same way as we found a truth assignment ur 
for V, in BA? Proceeding in this way, we find a truth assignment for al1 the variabIes. 
This assignment is guaranteed tosatisfy the original formula F under the assumption that 
F is satisfiable. If F is not satisfiable, then the algorithm terminates with an instantiation 
of the nodes VI,. . . , V, that does not satisfy F. Therefore, we can determine whether 
or not F is satisfiable by running the algorithm and checking whether or not vi, . . . , v,, 
satisfies F. 
We can prove an analogous result with respect o randomized algorithms. The proof 
applies the same methods used in [ IO] to the preceding construction. 
The size of the evidence set C’ U . . * U CM in the inference probability Pr[ ri = x j 
C” = l,...,CM = I] is S = nzA4, where M is O(n), and the number of nodes in the 
belief network BN is N = n + mM. For any constant y < 1, however, we can add to BN 
,S!y-’ dummy nodes-that is, nodes not connected to BN. These nodes do not change 
the values of the conditional probabilities Pr[ K 1 C’ = 1, . . . , CM = 11. If N’ denotes 
the number of nodes in the new belief network, then the size the evidence set S in the 
new belief network is 0( N’r). •1 
6. Conclusions 
We proved that, for constant-sized evidence sets E, we can generate relative approxi- 
mations of inferences Pr[X = n 1 E = e] in polynomial time for belief networks without 
extreme conditional probabilities. We also proved that we can generate these approxi- 
mations dete~inistic~ly in subexponenti~ time. We showed that our results also apply 
to belief networks with extreme conditional probabilities, provided that the conditions 
probabilities of nodes X and E of the inference Pr[ X = x / & = e] are not extreme. Thus, 
even if all the other conditional probabilities assume 0 or 1 values, we can approximate 
the inference probability Pr[X = x 1 & = e] with high probability in polynomial time, 
and deterministically in subexponential time. In addition, we proved that, when the size 
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of the evidence set & is large, then we cannot approximate Pr[X = x ) E = e] unless 
either P C NP or RP C NP. 
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Appendix A 
A.1. Stopping rule 
LetZi,Z2,... denote independently and identically distributed random variables with 
values in the interval [ 0, 1 ] and mean ,u. Intuitively, Z, is the outcome of experiment t.
Stopping-Rule Algorithm (Dagum et al. [ 91) 
Input: 0 < E < 2, 6 > 0 
Initialize t +-- 0, X + 0, and S + 4 ln(2/6) ( 1 + a) /e2 
While X < S* do 
tct+l 
Generate random variable Z, 
xc-x+z* 
Let T* c t to be the total number of experiments 
Output: S* /T* 
The Stopping-Rule Theorem proves that the output of the stopping-rule algorithm 
approximates the mean p within relative error E with probability at least 1 - 8. In 
addition, this theorem gives an upper bound on the expected number of experiments 
before the algorithm halts. 
Stopping-Rule Theorem (Dagum et al. [9] ). 
(1) Pr[,u(l -8) 6 S*/‘T* < &l+e)l > 1-S. 
(2) E[T*] < 41n(2/S)(l +E)/(~E*). 
A.2. Pseudorandom generator 
Nisan [24] gives the following construction of the s x 1 matrices d,,r of Theorem 3. 
Let p denote a prime number of size approximately (log~)~+~, and let 2 = p*. Let 
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t = logs, and choose s distinct vectors bt, . . . , b,, of dimension t from the space 
(0,. . .,p - 1)‘. Each vector bi defines the polynomial fi( x) = by + b!.x + . . . + bfx’, 
where g denotes the jth coordinate of bi. From each polynomial fi, we construct a set 
Si={kp+(fi(k)modp) 1 k=O ,..., p- 1). The sets Si are subsetsof {l,..., I} that 
define the matrix d,Y,l. For 0 6 i < s - 1 and 0 < j < I - 1, the ijth element aij of A,,1 
is 
1, if j E Sit 
Uij = 
0, otherwise. 
A.3. Discretization error 
The function Generateinstantiation z from u E @ in Fig. 2 takes as in- 
put a string u of length nm chosen uniformly from all nm-bit strings. The function 
Generateinstantiation in Fig. 1 takes as input n real numbers u, each chosen uni- 
formly from the interval [ 0, 11. We determine how the length m of the nm-bit string u af- 
fects the error that we make in computing an inference probability Pr[ W = w] when we 
use Generate-instantiation z from u E CD, instead of Generateinstantiation, 
to generate instantiations of 2. 
As before, let u denote the LVB of belief network on n nodes. Let Pr[W = w] 
denote any inference probability where W contains k nodes, and let 0 denote the space 
of all 2”“’ bit strings of length nm. We let II& denote the mean of the random variable 
l( z, w) evaluated on the 2”m instantiations 2 = z generated from the different nm-bit 
strings. 
Lemma A.l. Zf m = log( 2ncrI.s) , then (JJfi=, ui) Ea[ approximates Pr[ W = w] within 
relative error t7. 
Proof. Let A denote the set of 2”-k instantiations of 2. Observe that 
n-k 
Pr[W=wl/n~i=cp(Z,w)5(Z,W). 
i=l ZEA 
Let 0, C 0 denote the subset of nm strings such that, if u E a,, then the derandomized 
algorithm outputs the instantiation 2 = z. Thus, fi = U,EAL?, , and 
To complete the proof, we must show that 1 i&I /2nm approximates p(z, w) within relative 
error E when m = log(2nc/e). 
Recall that p( Z, W) = n”,T” Pr[ Zi 1 T( Zi)] Iz=~,w=~. For i < n - k, let Bi = Pr[ Zi 1 
r( Zi) ] ]zq,w-w;; for i > n - k + 1, let 19i = 1. Let Vi = [2”0iJ * From the design of 
the derandomized algorithm, we easily verify that In, ] = n:, Vi. For all i, l/o < Bi, 
each Ui/2m approximates 8i within relative error u/2”, and thus I i2, I /2,, approximates 
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P(Z, w) = IT,“,, @i within reiative error 2na/2”. When m = log(2na/e), this error 
is E. Cl 
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